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To register as a member of the Clan
McGrath Society please email:
info@clanmcgrath.org and provide
the following information:
1. Your Name
2. Your mailing address.
3. Your email address
4. Location and details of your earliest known McGrath ancestor.

Welcome to the fourth
edition of the official newsletter of the Clan McGrath
and what a six months it
has been since our last
edition, culminating in the
2016 Clan Gathering in
Dungarvan, followed closely with the announcement
of
the
International
McGrath Clan Gathering
2020. The 2020 Gathering
will take place in the ancient northern ancestral
home of the Clan McGrath.
However June 2016 was
the story of Dungarvan,
when members of our Clan
came together in kinship
and friendship to deepen
knowledge and respect for
our ancestors and the places from which they came.
Opening with a civic reception, members of the Clan
were welcomed by the
Mayor of Dungarvan and
other local dignitaries. The

McGrath
banner
was
raised over Dungarvan and
the Gathering continued
with a heritage tour of
sites linked to the Clan
including visits to Lismore
and Sleady Castles. The
Gathering also saw a book
and DNA Project launch,
music evenings, a barbeque and closed with a Clan
dinner. For some the gathering continued with a tour
north to visit McGrath sites
in Termonmagrath including the McGrath Castle.
2020 Gathering Announced
Building on the success of
this gathering and the
work the Clan McGrath has
completed through our
website and social media,
we will welcome our Clan
back to Ireland when an
international gathering is
convened in Donegal, Fermanagh and Tyrone in
2020. Details on Page 2.

An International Gathering
The 2016 McGrath Clan Gathering welcomed Clan members
from across the world including Australia, Canada, United
States, United Kingdom, South
Africa, Spain and Switzerland.
The gathering reflected the
global reach of our Clan. As we
look to the future and the next
Clan Gathering, we hope to
bring even more Clansmen and
Clanswomen from more nations. Join us in 2020. For more
info visit our website and FB:
www.clanmcgrath.org
faceook.com/cgrathclangathering2020

C L A N M C G R AT H S O C I E T Y, J O I N U S T O D AY
By birth, adoption or marriage you are already a member of the Clan McGrath as a right of your
heritage. However, we are obliged by the Executive Council of Clans of Ireland to maintain a list
of registered members. Our membership list is also a great way for us to continue to develop
and promote our Clan connections. By birth, adoption or marriage you are already a member of
the Clan McGrath as a right of your heritage. Our membership list is also a great way for us to
continue to develop and promote our Clan connections.
Registered membership is FREE and will result in you receiving email newsletters from the Society of the Clan McGrath. The information you provide will not be used for any other purposes.
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I N H I S T O R Y. . .
Archbishop
Richard
Creagh (Irish: Risteard
Mac Craith d.1586) born in
Limerick, the son of a merchant Gaelic family there
is some debate on the
origins of his Anglicised
surname ‘Creagh’. Some
believe it to be derived
from the word Craobhach
meaning ‘branch’ however
given his origins in Co.
Clare it is likely to be an
Anglicisation of Mac Craith
as are McCrea, Macrae
and of course McGrath.
Following in his Father’s
footsteps as a merchant,
as a youth he made many
voyages to Spain. A providential escape from a
shipwreck led him to embrace a religious life, and
after some years of study
abroad he was ordained a
priest. Returning to Ireland, he taught school for
a time at Limerick. He
refused nominations for

the See of Limerick and of
Cashel but determined to
conquer his humility the
Papal Nuncio David Wolfe
named Creagh for the
primacy of Ireland when it
became vacant. Wolf
would accept no refusal. In
1564 Creagh became Archbishop of Armagh. Shane
‘The Proud’ O’Neill was
then the strongest of the
Ulster Chiefs and from the
start he and Creagh disagreed. O’Neill hated England but Creagh, as Catholic Primate, preached loyalty to the Crown. O’Neill
responded by burning
Armagh Cathedral. Creagh
cursed O’Neill and refused
to absolve him on account
of O’Neill murdering a
priest in his reprisal. Despite Creagh’s loyalty to
the Crown his fierce defence of the Catholic faith
was enough to have him
arrested. Twice he es-

caped but in 1567 he was
imprisoned in the Tower
of London. Examined by
the Privy Council his loyalty to the Crown and his
opposition to O’Neill were
clear, but his popularity
among the faithful in Ireland and his unwavering
devotion to Catholicism
were enough to seal his
fate and the Council refused to release him. It is
thought Creagh was poisoned in prison and this
was widely believed at the
time. The principal suspect
was the notorious double
agent Robert Poley but
there is no direct evidence
of his guilt. Creagh’s grand
-nephew Peter was bishop
of Cork and Cloyne and
following King James II
defeat in Ireland, joined
him in exile and became
Coadjutor Bishop of Strasbourg, where he died in
1705.

T H E M C G R AT H C L A N G AT H E R I N G 2 0 2 0

“The 2020 Gathering
will be a wonderful
opportunity to
deepen our
knowledge and
renew our
friendships in a spirit
of joy and kinship.”
Seán Alusdrann Mac Craith
Ceann FIne

I N S I D E

S T O R Y

H E A D L I N E

The Clan McGrath Society has announced that the McGrath Clan Gathering in summer 2020 will take place in
the ancient ancestral territories of the
Clan McGrath of Ulster in the Counties
of Donegal, Fermanagh & Tyrone.
The Gathering will take on a different
format from previous gatherings and
the focus will be on a major center of
historic significance for the Clan
McGrath and wider Irish history. Top
class accommodation will be available
with a full program of events and activities which will bring you to the very
heart of your ancient and noble past.
More information is available by visiting
our website at: www.clanmcgrath.org
and 2020 Gathering Facebook page:
www.facebook.com/mcgrathclangathering2020
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I R I S H D R E S S O F T H E 1 5 T H & 1 6 T H C E N T U R I E S ( PA R T 2 )
Following our last article which looked at the Irish Léine we now move to the introduction of Triús
(trousers) and the use of an important accessory the BrÓg (Shoes).
Triús - (trews or trousers) Before discussing leg wear in detail, I should first give some justification
for the wearing of anything on the legs. It was common for the people of the Gaelic nations to go
about barelegged. This was an accepted fashion to well after 1600 A.D.--even longer among Highland Scots, as the kilt appeared at the turn of the seventeenth century and has enjoyed lasting popularity. Bare legs appear throughout the Irish Book of Kells and the fashion was still common
throughout the Gaelic nations four centuries later. The grandson of
Harald Hardrata, King Magnus (1073-1103 A.D.), was nicknamed
“Barelegs” when he began to go without leg wear after visiting the
Hebrides, letting only his tunic cover his nethers. The French historian Guibert of Nogent described Scotsmen travelling in France on
their way to Jerusalem sometime around 1110 A.D. In his autobiographical account he wrote, “You may see the Scots. . .barelegged
with their shaggy cloaks, a scrip [pouch] hanging down ‘Ex Humeris’, coming from their marshy homelands.” However when Mac
Roth is charged to describe the forces of Ulster in detail to Fergus
(a section of the Tain bo Cuailnge that every gaelophile should
read) he describes hair, brats, léine, weapons, footwear and even
the shapes of brooches, yet not a single mention of hose, leggings,
stockings or trews is uttered by the scout. But historic records suggest leg wear was certainly used. Triús are anglicised into “trews”,
a word that springs from the old French “trebus”. This makes the
word triús no older than about 1200 A.D. The term in use before that was broc, meaning
“breeches” or “ trousers”. It is similar enough to brog (shoes) that many wonder if it sprang from
the need to describe those trousers that reach “to the foot”, for some only reached to about the
knees. Both “broc” and “brog” come from the Old Norse “brok”. Another term found is “osain”
which seems to be the oldest. Modern Gaelic speakers
generally use “osain“ to describe stockings. How these
triús, long or short, were constructed is a matter of conjecture. The only triús ever found that date to the medieval
timeframe were made in the 1500’s. These triús can be
used to provide us with an idea of how they may have
been constructed centuries earlier. Both pairs were anklelength. One pair, found in Kilcommon, Ireland, had coverings for the top of the feet like spats and may have sported
stirrup straps. They may have covered the wearer’s feet
entirely (this is speculation, as the edges of the footshaped
leg bottoms are frayed), making these triús like a pair of
modern hose. The other pair, found near Dungiven, Ireland, definitely had stirrup straps. Both pairs had waistbands that accommodated drawstrings of twisted yarn or
leather. This is a feature recorded in 1200 A.D. by Welsh/
Norman chronicler Giraldus Cambrensis in his Topographia
Hiberniae. Triús were almost always made of wool and the legs were cut on the bias to give the
legs better stretch and fit (a common technique throughout the Middle Ages). Also of note is a
description of triÚs that can be found throughout the centuries. The word “breacan” was used to
describe anything part-coloured, checked, speckled or variegated. It was also one of the most common terms used to describe triÚs. Giraldus described many of the triÚs he saw as part-coloured.
“Breacan” or “bracan” is still used to describe what we commonly call plaid or tartan. The triÚs
found with the Kilcommon and Dungiven clothes were checked, as were later triÚs from Killary,
Ireland.
The Bróg— Brogs--later called “brogues”--are sometimes overlooked or considered secondary to a
Gaelic wardrobe due to the widespread belief that Irish and Scots folk went about barefoot all the
time. Though it is true Gaels had a recurrent habit of going about barefoot, bróg were worn with
pride and a sense of decorum. Dunlevy paraphrases a quote from the Rule of Ailbe of Emly when

Examples of simple checks
like this date all the way
back to what may be the
very first “tartan” in Gaelic
countries, the Falkirk
plaid. It is almost exactly
what we now call
“shepherd’s plaid”

“It was common
for the Gaelic
nations to go
about
barelegged. This
was an accepted
fashion to well
after 1600AD”

Early medieval Irish
Bróg (Shoe).
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she writes; “. . .no matter how ascetic a respected person became he should never go barefoot.” (p.20) That being the case, styles of shoes and their construction need to be considered.
In 1956, A.T. Lucas wrote an in-depth article called “Footwear in Ireland”, detailing many
styles and patterns of shoes, for the Journal of the Archaeological Society of County Louth,
Volume 13, No. 4. This work is available through Interlibrary Loan from the Boston College
O’Neill Library (appropriately enough). It is a vital resource for any with a serious commitment
to period shoemaking for Gaelic cultures. Many early and late medieval shoes come in examples left to us via preservation in Irish bogs.
The Drumacoon Bog Shoe (pre-10th Century), is a shoe that is gathered up with gut, lace, or
cord, like many of the shoes found, these “gathered” or “cinched” shoes tended to be made
of scraped and air-cured hide, often with the hair left on the exterior. It’s worth noting that
this particular style shoe has been found in Scotland and the outer isles. Like the cuaran,
which were called “rivelins” in Scotland and are still called “pampooties” today in the Aran Isles in western Ireland (see picture).
Also worth mentioning are “ghillies”, the inspiration for today’s Irish and Scottish dancing shoes. These may not have been a Gaelic
invention but a Roman one, brought into England and then to Ireland and Scotland through trade and contact.
Contributor: Early Gaelic Dress, An Introduction by Scott Barrett.

BOOK REVIEW - Contested Island: Ireland 1460—1630 by S.J. Connelly.
This book is a study of the multiple transformations that reshaped the character of early modern Ireland. It covers the extension across the whole island of
English state power, a process often referred to as the Tudor conquest, as well
as Ireland's early years as part of the Stuart composite monarchy. It also explores the associated shift from a society based on consumption and distribution, to a primitive but rapidly developing market economy. The arrival, as part
of the process of conquest and assimilation of growing numbers of English and
Scottish settlers, brought new ethnic complexity to an island already divided in
language and culture between the Gaelic Irish and the Old English descendants
of medieval colonists. The failure of the Reformation to win significant support
among either the Irish or the Old English meant that rivalries between native
and newcomer were also conflicts between Catholic and Protestant. At the
same time, political and personal alliances, and the interaction of languages
and cultures created relationships across lines of political, ethnic, and religious
division. By the end of the period, members of all three groups: New English,
Old English, and Gaelic Irish, can be seen reassessing their sense of their own
identity and their relationship to other groups, in an Ireland unrecognizable
from that of a century earlier.

Against this confused and constantly changing background, individuals
and groups had repeatedly to adapt their customs and behaviour, their
political allegiances and aspirations, and their sense of who they were.
A long and complex story, with many false starts and numerous dead ends, it is the story of the people who became
the modern Irish. For those who wish to get a true sense of the complexities of Irish society in the period the book
delves deeply into the subject and examine the characters involved and their individual aspirations. The book also examines the impact on the people who were caught in the ever changing dynamics of Tutor politics and the wars that
inevitably followed. Much romanticism is associated with Ireland but here we have the horror of medieval warfare and
its impact on the population laid bare. This book is highly recommended and is fairly accessible for the non-academic
reader. It will certainly give you the background story of the many stone castles that still haunt the Irish landscape.
Contributor: www.oxfordscholarship.com and Amazon Review.
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T H E IR ISH WARPIPES
Until 1996 the bagpipes were classified as a weapon of war. I don’t mean simply an instrument
played in battle or used to direct troops, I mean an actual physical weapon like a sword or musket.
The Great Irish Warpipe (Gaelic: piob
mhór) are an instrument that is analogous
or identical to the Great Highland Bagpipe. However some pipes may have two
drones instead of three. The first clear
reference of the Irish Warpipe is in a manuscript from the 16th century and relates
to King Henry VIII’s siege of Boulogue. A
muster roll of Henry’s forces includes a
reference to ‘the Kerne to be transported
into Englaunde to serve the Kinge’ contains entries of various pipers attached to
these forces, such as ‘The Baron of
Delvene’s Kerne—Brene McGuntyre pyper’
and according to Hollinshed’s Chronicles
(1577) for May 1544, ‘In the same moneth
also passed through the citie of London in
warlike manner, to the number of seven hundred Irishmen, having for their weapons darts and
handguns with bagpipes before them: and in St. James Park besides Westminster they mustered
before the king.’ In 1581 musician Vincenzo Galilei, the father of Galileo, wrote that the bagpipe
"is much used by the Irish: to its sound this unconquered fierce and warlike people march their armies and encourage each other to deeds of valour. With it they also accompany the dead to the
grave making such sorrowful sounds as to invite, nay to compel the bystander to weep". One famous description from Richard Stanihurst’s De Rebus
Hibernicis (1586), reads as
follows in modern English
translation: “The Irish also use
instead of a trumpet a wooden pipe constructed with the
most ingenious skill to which a
leather bag is attached with
very closely plaited (or bound)
leather bands. From the side
of the skin issues a pipe
through which as if through a
tube the piper blows with
swollen neck and distended
cheeks, as it is filled with air the skin swells: when it swells he presses it down again with his arm. At
this pressure two other wooden pipes, a shorter and a longer, emit a loud and piercing sound. There
is also a fourth pipe, pierced with several holes which by opening and closing the holes with nimble
fingers the piper manages to elicit from the upper pipes a loud or low sound as he thinks fit. The
stem and stern of the whole affair is that the wind should have no outlet through any part of the
bag except the mouths of the pipes. For if anyone (as is the practice of merrymakers when they
want to give annoyance to these pipers) make even a pinhole in the skin the instrument is done for
because the bag collapses. This sort of instrument is held among the Irish to be a whetstone for
martial courage: for just as other soldiers are stirred by the sound of trumpets, so they are hotly
stimulated to battle by the noise of this affair.” In the second half of the 19th century, however, the
general revival of Irish nationalism and Gaelic culture seems to have coincided with a return of the
popularity of the warpipes. The art picked up again until the pipes achieved considerable popularity in both military and civilian use. Today, pipe bands of the same kind as the known Highland form
are a standard feature of British regiments with Irish honours and the Irish Armed Forces, and
there are many local bands throughout both the Republic and Northern Ireland. The Irish Warpipes
as played today, with the exception of some military two drone pipes, are one and the same with
the Scottish Highland bagpipe. Still used today to stir the blood of fighting men or express joy at a
wedding or to play our mournful airs at the laying to rest of a loved one. The pipes play our tune.

The tradition of the Irish
Warpipe persists today.
Here an Irish Guards Army
Cadet piper stands ready.

“The bagpipe is
much used by
the Irish; to it’s
sound this
unconquered
fierce and
warlike people
march their
armies and
encourage each
other to deeds
of valour”
Vincenzo Galilei
(1581).

A piper of the Irish Defence Forces on ceremonial duty.
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MESSAGE FROM THE McGRATH CEANN FINE
A Cháirde,
It is with great pride that I have continued to represent the Clan McGrath as Ceann Fine. Since our last edition of THE TERMONER
we have had elections to the Clan Council. In a new innovative move we were able to establish electronic nominations and voting.
I am happy to say that the current Clan Council will remain in
place for the coming four years with the election of the succeeding Clan Council to take place at the recently announced
International McGrath Clan Gathering in 2020.
In the last month we have seen the fruits of the work carried
out principally by Dan McGrath in Dungarvan, Co. Waterford
with the convening of the 2016 Gathering. May I pay tribute
to Dan and assure him of our Clan Council’s continued support in his efforts to bring the history of the Clan McGrath to
our members from around the world. However it is now time
Representatives of Irish Clans at Clans of Ireland AGM, April 2016

to turn north and bring the International Clan McGrath to its
ancient ancestral homeland of Ulster. Our plans for the 2020

Gathering have already started to move forward, with the introduction of a Gathering 2020 page to our website and the establishment of a McGrath Clan Gathering 2020 Facebook page. Links to both of these are at the end of the newsletter.
In April 2016 I had the immense pleasure of representing the Clan McGrath at the Clans of Ireland Annual General Meeting in Dublin. This year saw an excellent representation of many Irish Clans and historic families.
We had the pleasure of being addressed by The Magillycuddy of the Reeks, Clan Chief
and member of the Standing Council of Irish Chiefs and Chieftains. In his talk he reinforced the importance of reaching out to our Irish diaspora and bringing to them the
story of their heritage in the modern world. The Annual General Meeting also enjoyed
talks form a number of eminent guests and an especially relevant talk on researching
you heritage through DNA. I say relevant because at this year’s McGrath Gathering we
saw the launch of the McGrath DNA Project. You can find the link to the project by
visiting our website. If you have not already joined I would encourage you to do so.
Our Society continues to grow and we now have exceeded 50 registered members,
representing our Clan right across the globe. Our website continues to develop and is a
resource for many to explore their heritage and keep up to date through this bi-annual
newsletter. Our social media also continues to grow and we now have almost 750 followers, that’s 100 more since the last newsletter, a wonderful testament to the commitment of the Clan Council to further our aims. I pledge my continued support to the

The McGrath Ceann Fine (right),
with Gearoid O'Kelly Chairman, Clans of
Ireland / Finte na hEireann.

Clan Council in the furtherance of our aims to promote the interests of our Clan and
provide authentic and scholarly information related to it.
As always I am available for your comments and recommendations. Please feel free to contact me via social media, I am posting
regularly through my own Twitter account named @ChiefMcGrath1 and the Clan’s Twitter account @Clan_McGrath, links to our
Facebook and Twitter accounts can be found on the ‘Home page’ of our website and on the final page of this newsletter. Please
take the time to follow the Clan and myself. You can of course email me directly at ceannfine@clanmcgrath.org
Our Facebook page is updated daily and provides some wonderful articles. I also encourage you to take part in our Clan in a meaningful way by joining the Clan Society and becoming an active participant. Details of how to join can be found on this website.
Seán Alusdrann Mac Craith, Ceann Fine
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About Us:
The Clan McGrath is a gathering place of all McGraths from every nation. We are a strictly
‘not for profit’ society. We aim to use these pages and our Facebook and Twitter (links
below) to share in our culture, history and inheritance. Membership of the Clan McGrath is
a right of birth, marriage or adoption and we hope our on-line presence and our newsletter
‘THE TERMONER’ allow you an opportunity to explore your personal and family history.
CONTACT US:

info@clanmcgrath.org

Membership of the Society of the Clan McGrath of Ulster is open to all. We hope you continue to enjoy your journey into your history and heritage. If you have any articles that you
would like to see published or if you are compiling a piece of work that you would like our
website and newsletter to promote, please contact the Society of the Clan McGrath by
using the email address on the left. We have a wealth of information on our history and are
more than happy to help where we can. Your story is our story.

We are on the web:
www.clanmcgrath.org

“YOUR STORY
IS OUR STORY”

Facebook:
www.facebook.com/clanmcgrath
www.facebook.com/mcgrathclangathering2020

Clan Twitter:

@Clan_McGrath

Ceann Fine Twitter:

@ChiefMcGrath1

General Enquiries:

info@clanmcgrath.org

Events Late Summer / Autumn 2016
August
19/20 Mannion Clan Gathering, contact: joe@mannionclan.org
21 McCabe Clan Rally, contact: brianfrancis.mccabe@gmail.com
September
14/18 Clan Chaonhánach Gathering , contact: www.kavanaghfamily.com

